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Easy recipe for german chocolate cake frosting

09/18/2003 This icing recipe was easy and turned out to be great. Make sure to cook over medium to medium heat while stirring constantly to obtain thick consistency. I am a grandmother and the smell of brown sugar, milk, eggs and cooking reminded me of my first job in the summer of 1963, where I made caramel corn every day. This recipe is worth a little
more effort. 10/16/2007 Lovely cream! The key to this thickening is to stir and cook over a medium heat for about 12 minutes. 02/23/2008 I am so glad I made this recipe and not one of the others that have been on this site. That seemed a lot easier, but there weren't that many ratings. I thought I'd try this one, and it was great! My husband loves the German
chocolate cake, so I made it for his birthday. I decided to go for homemade icing instead of, and I'm glad I did. It's easy to do. I boiled it for about 20 minutes in a medium, added the nuts and coconut and let it cool. I didn't have to add anything to make it fat enough, as I read in other comments on other recipes. This turned out to be great, and my husband
loved him! 09/24/2011 This German chocolate cake is different from the rest because it requires brown sugar. Most of the others are calling about White Sugar. Brown sugar is what my friends like. I also toasted the walnuts and walnuts in a 350 degree oven for 15 minutes. I hate using partial containers with things like 8 ounces of evaporated milk from 12
ounces, so I picked up the other ingredients accordingly... 12 oz evap milk, 1 1/2 c sugar, 4 egg yolks, 3/4c butter, etc. You can't have a lot of that icing. It's like eating candy. Thanks, Dennis. 18.02.2020 Perfect traditional cream for German chocolate cake! Easy and so much tastier than the container of store bowls. The recipe, as written, was not enough to
freeze a two-layer cake with an 8 inch. Next time I'll make another 1/2 recipe - and double the recipe if you make 3 layers of cake. **After doing this several times, as a rating I would suggest the following slight changes: 1/2c white &amp;quot;1/2c&quot;quot;; also increase coconut to 2c, walnuts to 1.5c; this makes a box of German chocolate cake mix if you
do not have time for the cake &amp;quot;tosnogum&quot;quot; &amp;quot;works very well on cupcakes.**And you need to use patience and leave this cool - cooling = compaction; take a few hours off. 14.06.2012 Turned out to be delicious, but... this recipe does not contain some important steps/indicators, as some other opinions mentioned.... Preparation
time is completely wrong at low temperature. Given that the hob varies, it would have been helpful to know exactly how thick to make it... until the spoon runs out very slowly. It took almost 30 minutes of stirring to become what I thought was thick enough (not even very thick) and it was on Heat. It would have been nice to know since I was on schedule. I'il do
it again, but I'il be more prepared for Time this recipe will take! 01/18/2005 At first I thought it wasn't very smooth and had an egg yolk (I added 13c condensed milk to counter it), but improved after cooling. My friend loves this cream. I cooked it for about 20-25 minutes and it became very thick with a caramel flavor. Before I added, I toasted coconut and
walnut and I would definitely recommend this. 09/21/2002 That was the best icing I've ever had. Mine turned out to be great and smelled so good while cooking. I could eat it with a spoon instead of putting it on the cake. Yum! Fantastic! Delicious cream for German chocolate cake. It's worth the effort! It tastes about 100 times better than the things you buy in
the plastic kuatri in the store. I made a chocolate cake mix with boxes to save time, but I used this recipe for the cream and the whole cake was a hit. I did it in a 9x13 frying pan and there was enough icing to enjoy a little straight from the spoon... quality control purposes. You will never try another version. That's really good! 1 of 117 German chocolate cake
Frost Melanie Cox-Allegria 2 of 117 German chocolate cake Cream Sandra sofa 3 of 117 German chocolate cake Frost Barbara 4 of 117 German chocolate cake Frost Nancy Mendoza Lopez 5 of 117 German chocolate cake Chocolate cake Sn!cc 6 of 117 German chocolate cake Frosting Princess Bakerella 7 out of 117 German chocolate cake Cream 8 of
117 German chocolate cake Cream 7 9 out of 117 German chocolate cake Cream 10 out of 11 German chocolate cake Cream Sandra Stuing Cake 11 out of 117 German chocolate cake Frost Magferti Patterson 12 out of 117 German chocolate cake Frost Jennifer Desjardins 13 of 117 German chocolate cake Creams Megan 14 from 117 German chocolate
cake Cream Diadra Reeves 15 of 117 German cream 117 German chocolate cake cream 16 out of 117 German chocolate cake with Rochelle cream 17 of 117 German chocolate cake Cream 2018 out of 117 German chocolate cake Cream abapplez 19 of 117 German chocolate cake Frosta Kelly 20 out of 117 German chocolate cake Cream Jacks Home »
Dessert » Easy 5-bespoke cake As an Amazon affiliate and partner with other businesses, I profit from qualifying purchases. This easy German chocolate cake is an easy, easy to make cake – only five ingredients, but the results are spectacular! Update: This easy German Chocolate Cake recipe has been a family favorite for a long time, so I've updated it
with video and new photos and re-shared it for new readers who may have missed it for the first time or haven't already. So, confession time – I'm a little picky about the chocolate cake. I love a good chocolate cake, as you can see from the cake section of this site. This is where each of my children has different chocolate cakes - my daughter prefers an old
Hershey chocolate cake it's a little lighter, while the guys prefer a rich old-fashioned dark chocolate cake that really tastes like dark cocoa. And my husband is crazy about German chocolate cake. He always wants this cake for his birthday, and he wants it to taste just like Mom did. My mother-in-law gave me her recipe for coconut-almond glaze for a German
chocolate cake, and I've been doing it ever since. Over the years, we've tried a few chocolate cake recipes. The best and easiest we've found is Anne Byrn's chocolate from Cake Mix Doctor, which has a recipe for German chocolate cake from a mix that's moist and delicious, although it starts from a box. When combined with my mother-in-law's coconut
almond cream, he's irresistible! I know that some people prefer walnuts in their German chocolate cream, and you can replace walnuts with almonds in this recipe. However, if you have never tasted a German chocolate cake with almond cream, I strongly advise you to try! That's great! Also, if you make this cake for a special occasion, head to my Cake
Baking Tips. This is a handy guide that I wrote with all the tips and tricks I have chosen over the years. How to make a German chocolate cake in a tray with 9 x 13, if you prefer, you can make the cake in 13 x 9 trays. Bake the cake for 38-42 minutes, until the cake comes back to a gentle press. Leave to cool completely on a wire rack before cream. You can
also make German chocolate cupcakes, making the cake easier to serve. I added a video that shows how easy it is to make this cake. Cake 1 (15.25 ounces) packet German chocolate cake mix 1 cup whey 1/2 cup vegetable oil 3 large eggs 1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract Coco-Almond Cream 1/2 h. a glass of butter 1 cup sugar 1 cup evaporated milk 2
eggs, beaten 1 tablespoon vanilla 1 (7 oz packet) sweetened flakes coconut 1 cup chopped almonds Preheat the oven to 350º. Mix the cake, buttermilk, butter, eggs and vanilla in a large mixing bowl over a minute until combined. Win at medium speed for another two minutes. Pour into two greased and dialed 9-inch round pans. Bake for 30 - 35 minutes.
Cool on a wire rack for 10 minutes and remove from pans. I like to arrange my round shape with parchment paper, before adding the dough for easy removal from the pan You can also bake the cake in a greased and floured 13 x 9 baking tray. Bake for 38-42 minutes, until the cake returns to a gentle drain. Leave to cool completely on a wire rack before
cream. Coconut-Almond glazeCombined butter, sugar, evaporated cream and eggs* in a saucepan. Cook over a medium heat, stirring constantly, for about 12 minutes or until thickened. Add the vanilla, coconut and almonds. Cool to room temperature before cake. * You can also warm the butter, sugar and evaporated milk and cool the eggs before adding
them to a saucepan. optional - I just melted about 1/4 cup of chocolate chips, put it in a ziploc bag, cut off the corner and sprinkled a little on top. Other barbara bakes chocolate cake recipes you might love: Pin It: We're a participant in amazon services LLC Associates Program, a affiliate advertising program designed to provide funds for us to earn fees by
connecting to Amazon.com and partner sites. Subscribe to get new posts by email: Good luck! Now check your email to verify your subscription. Subscription.
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